Rubidium clock and GPS clock, which changing with time, was studied by using the time series prediction method. S ome issues such as the selection of the smoothing coefficient α and the prediction accuracy problem of linear exponential smoothing, secondary exponential smoothing and cubic exponential smoothing were discussed in this paper. The results showed that the mean absolute error of prediction was minimum if smoothing coefficient α equaled to 0.5, and the result of cubic exponential smoothing prediction coincided preferably to the measure values.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of the space measurement and control system, the demand for accuracy of the test system is higher. Generally, the accuracy of the timing system determines the accuracy of the whole test system. But for various reasons, all the stations usually use rubidium clock as a frequency standard of punctuality. Through comparison with the GPS second pulse, the timing system controls the time synchronization accuracy beyond a limit value. If the value exceeds the threshold, then starts artificial intervention with manual second synchronization, to reduce or even eliminate the errors. With heavy of tasks, artificial duty obviously does not meet the demand of tasks. There is an urgent need for using new technology and method to update the existing time synchronization monitoring method, so to improve the efficiency of system operation and maintenance.
The main parameters of the atomic frequency characteristics are frequency stability, frequency accuracy, frequency deviation and frequency drift. It is generally believed that the frequency accuracy is to tell the actual output frequency relative to its nominal frequency deviation of the atomic clock, which does much impact to the punctuality [1] . In the practical applications, the frequency deviation is more important. According to the needs of the communication network construction and development, it should not only know the punctual synchronization accuracy of rubidium clock, also need to predict fluctuations of which for a period of time. Due to influence of the diversity of rubidiu m clock time accuracy, it's more difficult to accurately predict the synchronization precision. In order to avoid the above all sorts of analysis and reduce the difficu lty of the research questions, in this paper, the time series prediction method, by using exponential smoothing method for measurement and control station is discussed. The synchronization accuracy of rubidiu m clock with respect to the GPS second is analyzed in a scientific way.
II.
MODEL OF T IME LAG FOR RUBIDIUM CLOCK It is generally considered that the time difference data [2] (usually, the phase data is converted to the time difference data) can be express ed as a formula:
(1) Here, x0 is the in itial time (phase) deviation. And y0 is the initial frequency deviation. D is to stand for the rate of frequency drift. εx(t) is the random variation co mponent of atomic frequency deviation. The frequency drift rate is the intrinsic characteristic of atomic frequency, so it can' t be changed. With the formula (1), if the drift of frequency is linear, the influence of which is proportional to the time. To accurately prediction of rubidium clock t ime x(t) for a long time, it needs to consider the nonlinear characteristics of the frequency. But in the practical use, there are a lot of factors to be considered with the difference value of time. But with not long time using the timing system, the influence of frequency drift about punctuality is relatively small. Then, it can be neglected. At this time, it is the main consideration for the effects of frequency accuracy and external characteristics of timekeeping error. A ground station is using the rubidium clock with GPS cesium clock for time synchronization. Considering the above factors, it can be regarded that the synchronization accuracy varies with time in a linear way. And it can be predicted and analyzed with linear time series prediction method.
III. METHOD OF T IME SERIES
The method of time series prediction uses the historical data of target, which are arranged in a sequence with time elapse, to analyze the changing trend over time. Meanwhile, corresponding mathematical model for extrapolation of a quantitative prediction methods are established [3] . It's much convenient in the prediction of objects with much impacts and complex relationships [4] . As to the prediction for timing synchronization precision of rubidiu m clock, it can be used to determine the variation and change trend with time series prediction method.
The exponential smoothing method is one of the methods in time series prediction. It is evolved from the moving average method. By introducing a weighting factor, that is the smoothing coefficient α (in the range [0,1]), with a certain amount of time series prediction model, it can achieve forecasting future values of time sequence. It's often used in time series forecasting of short cycle trend forecasting [5] . And x0,x1,... , xn is the real value of a time series, S1(1), S2 (1), ... , Sn(1) is the forecasted value in the time. The linear exponential smoothing model is:
(2) Among them, α is the smooth coefficient. By the formula (2), the forecast value [6] of the next mo ment is equals to the forecast value of the moment with an error correction value in addition. In general, the forecast accuracy of the linear exponential smoothing method is affected by the smooth coefficient α. So it applies to the time series prediction with horizontal trend. Especially, there is a certain trend in the time series, the prediction results tend to lag obviously, and then cause errors. Therefore, a higher order exponential smoothing method is needed.
Look all linear exponential smoothing value St(1) (t=1, 2,...n) as a new time series, and the exponential smoothing method is used once again, secondary exponential smoothing is get with the value of the original time series [7] . It can be used to a linear trend prediction. The model can be expressed as: (3) Similarly, if the St(2), (t=1, 2,...n) is used as a new time series, and the values of cubic exponential smoothing can be get. The model can be expressed as: (4) The (4) is a second parabolic form. Due to the approximate linear function relationship of rubidium clock synchronization [8] , the application of the cubic exponential smoothing method can predict the change trends over time of time synchronization.
IV. SELECTION OF SMOOT HING COEFFICIENT
Time synchronization between rubidium clock and GPS second pulse in real-time comparison is the duty of a ground unit. The values of time synchronization in a certain period of time is sorted out and are specified in Table 1 . Note: At the mo ment of t ime series 1, manual second synchronization with GPS is executed. And the actual time is 09:00am, January 12, 2015. Then the values are recorded for every 1 hour as follows. The value is positive when the local clock is ahead of the GPS clock, and vice versa.
In Table 1 , the first 15 values of synchronous precision data are used to predict the 5 values remained. Then the predicted values and the actual values are compared with the mean absolute error, to analyze the accuracy of the prediction results. The smaller the mean absolute error is , the higher the prediction accuracy is .
Matlab is used to calculate the accuracy prediction of the second synchronization. By setting the initial smoothing value S0(3)=S0(2)=S0(1)=(x0+x1+x2)/3. Generally, the value remains constant in the whole prediction. Key to the forecast is the value selection of the smoothing coefficient, which affects the accuracy of forecasting. By empirical method [9] [10] , when the value of time series trend stability, choosing smaller α(0.05~0.20); slight fluctuations, but the long-term trend changes little, choosing lightly larger α(0.1~0.4); with fluctuations, and the long-term trend of the magnitude changes larger, and with a clear and sharp rise or decline, then select a large α(0.5); when the time series data appear sharp rise or a sharp decline in the trend, then α takes a larger value (0.5~1). As to the prediction of second synchronization, the mean absolute error (MA E) is calculated with different values of α as: (5) is prediction value in n time series, and xt is the measured value. The results of the cubic exponential smoothing method for the prediction of different values are shown in Table 2 . 0.44 Table 2 shows that when α is close to zero, the weighting of past time series decreasing slower, namely the past data can affect the prediction. And if α is close to 1, the weight of time series decreasing faster, namely the past data affect the prediction a little. In addition, when α=0.5, the mean absolute error of the prediction is minimu m. Therefore, in the prediction of rubidiu m clock, α=0.5 is used in the cubic exponential smoothing method.
V. PREDICTION RESULT ANALYSIS
For linear exponential smoothing, secondary exponential smoothing and cubic exponential smoothing methods, the results of the prediction are shown in Figure  1 .
Fro m Fig. 1 , the prediction of the linear exponential smoothing method has obvious hysteresis, and the error of the value to the true value is relatively large. The secondary exponential s moothing method cannot simulate the actual trend with time because of its predictive model for linear equation. The cubic exponential smoothing method can simulate the real time variation accurately. But for the limitation of the time series method, which is based on changes with t ime, there are still some errors between the forecast value and the true value. And the error changes with time basically unchanged.
Setting α=0.5, and using the measured data of the time series in table 1, to predict the second synchronization data in the next 5 time series, as shown in Fig. 2 . Using high precision of cubic exponential s moothing method to predict, which can effectively eliminate the influence of random fluctuations in historical data, better simu late the difference with the time variation of the actual trend. VI. CONCLUSIONS The cubic exponential smoothing method is discussed to predict the accuracy of synchronization for a rubidium clock in this paper. By selecting different smoothing coefficient, the values of both predicted and measured are compared. Thus the best smoothing coefficient is got in order to improve the accuracy of prediction. However, for the limitation of the time sequence method, a higher precision of prediction can be got only in the gentlest on time series variation. Therefore, the exponential smoothing method is used to forecast the short-term second synchronization accuracy, and the MAE is small. In order to further predict the long-term variation trend of the accuracy of the second synchronization, it is necessary to adopt a more intelligent forecasting method.
